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Abstract
The in vitro cultures of cardiac cells represent valuable models to study the mechanism of the arrhythmias
at the cellular level. But the dynamics of these experimental models cannot be characterized precisely,
as they include a lot of parameters that depend on experimental conditions. This paper is devoted to
the investigation of the dynamics of an in vitro model using a phase space reconstruction. Our model,
based on the heart cells of new born rats, generates electrical field potentials acquired using a micro-
electrode technology, which are analyzed in normal and under external stimulation conditions. Phase
space reconstructions of electrical field potential signals in normal and arrhythmic cases are performed
after characterizing the nonlinearity of the model, computing the embedding dimension and the time lag.
A non-parametric statistical test (Kruskal-Wallis test) shows that the time lag τ could be used as an
indicator to detect arrhythmia, while the embedding dimension is not significantly different between the
normal and the arrhythmia cases. The phase space reconstructions highlight attractors, whose dimension
reveals that they are strange, depicting a deterministic dynamics of chaotic nature in our in vitro model.
1 Introduction
World Health Organization expects that the annual deaths due to cardiovascular diseases will increase
from 17 million in 2008 to 25 million in 2030 in the world [1]. Among them, cardiac arrhythmias are known
to be responsible for many cardiovascular deaths, while atrial fibrillation plays specifically a major role
in arrhythmic disorders. Although there exists a rich body of literature studying cardiovascular diseases,










help to understand the triggering mechanisms at the cellular level.
In order to overcome the limitations of in vivo heart studies (availability, heart beating etc.), cultures
from cardiac muscular cells were developed [2]. This kind of in vitro cardiac cultures keeps the general
properties of the heart (electrophysiological, mechanical, etc.) and represents thus a promising experi-
mental model for the studies of cardiac electrophysiology and arrhythmia. For example, it can be used to
study the mechanism of action potential propagation phenomena in cardiac tissue and leads to study how
and why disorders of the lethal rhythm take place, as the cardiac fibrillation, the reentry, etc. Moreover,
the extracellular recording of electric activity of such cultures with the MEA (Multi-Electrodes Array
or Micro-Electrodes Array) makes possible to monitor the contractile cardiac preparations for a longer
time. In addition, applied to the cardiac cultures, the MEA technology has a better spatial resolution
than the mapping procedure by fluorescence and is less invasive than the conventional electrophysiology
methods (intracellular recording or by patch-clamp) [3, 4, 5, 6].
In our previous works, we validated [7, 8, 9] the use of MEA technology to study the electrical im-
pulse propagation (extracellular field potential, EFP) in cardiomyocytes culture under normal conditions.
Specifically, our preliminary results showed that it is possible to generate arrhythmias (spiral waves SW)
in culture by electrical stimulations [10, 11], in agreement with results in [12] observing that rapid stim-
ulations could alter cardiac conduction and thus induce arrhythmia.
However, one question rises to be answered: Is the experimental model stable under electrical stimu-
lations ? Our objective is therefore to study the dynamics of the experimental model by characterizing
acquired signals from cardiac cell cultures in normal conditions and in case of cardiac arrhythmia. In
addition, a qualitative assessment of the robustness of the model to noise and to measurement error is
provided.
The physiological signals, generally acquired as time series, have significant nonlinear characteristics
that conventional analysis methods (Dominant frequency (DF) [13], amplitude analysis [14], Wavelet
Transform (WT) [15]) often fail to identify. In fact, the behavior of biological systems depends on many
parameters variations and becomes almost unpredictable. Methods from chaos theory and nonlinear
dynamics give the possibility to study these special behaviors and are therefore suitable for physiological
signal processing. Among them, the phase space reconstruction method is a valuable tool to study this
kind of dynamical systems [16]. The phase space consists of a set of typical trajectories of the system,










limit cycles for selected parameters values.
In this paper, we will use phase space reconstruction to study the stability of the cardiomyocytes exper-
imental model under electrical stimulations.
The paper is organized as follows. In section (2), we present the cardiomyocytes culture and we
describe the electrical stimulation process to obtain arrhythmic phenomenon. In section (3), the nonlin-
earity of the experimental data is investigated, the reconstruction of phase space is discussed, including
how to define and evaluate the corresponding parameters. Finally, the main conclusions are summarized
in section (4).
2 Materials
2.1 Extracellular field potentials
The MEA can be used to record extracellular field potential (EFP) of cardiac cells which are grown
directly on it (Fig. 1. More details of culture preparation of the cardiac cells of the newborn rats are in
[2]). The region of interest of a typical MEA is about 700 µm to 5 mm long. In this area, 60 electrodes
are aligned in a matrix form with an inter-electrodes distance of 100 µm. The planar electrodes have a
diameter of 30 µm. There are also eight pairs of electrodes devoted to the electrical external stimulation.
(a) (b)
Figure 1. MEA with cardiac cellular culture of newborn rats. (a) MEA in vitro, stimulation electrode
located at M1; (b) single-layer cardiomyocytes culture on the MEA, with 40× zoom.
The first experiments are carried out in normal conditions, which means that the cells are in the










of 60 EFP signals is acquired with a maximum sampling frequency of 50 kHz per channel and a 12 bits
resolution. The recorded data are then reconstructed as 2D activation maps to study the field potential,
then placed according to their current position on the MEA (8× 8 form).
2.2 Arrhythmic signal generation by electrical stimulation
Two methods are generally used to induce arrhythmic signals in heart or in cardiomyocytes culture:
injection of specific drugs such as aconitine and acetylcholine [17] or by vagal or electrical stimulation
[18]. In this work, the arrythmia has been caused by electrical stimulation. The isolated healthy heart is
not very sensitive to the initiation of tachyarrhythmia and atrial fibrillation. Namely, the vulnerability to
atrial fibrillation is reduced in the isolated heart or cardiac cultures, which is caused by the lack of activity
of the parasympathetic system. Despite this limiting factor, rapid pacing (even with low energy levels)
can alter cardiac conduction and induce arrhythmia [12, 19, 20, 21]. In fact, the electrical stimulation can
also be an efficient method of atrial defibrillation. In recent years, the concept of electrical stimulation
or sub-threshold stimulation with low amplitude and high frequency became more and more known and
accepted [22, 23, 24]. It would be interesting to test this concept on an experimental model, nevertheless,
it requires to qualify the behavior of the experimental model under electrical stimulation.
The culture is stimulated by a pulse train (amplitude 200 µV, frequency 100 Hz, excitation duration
5 min), sent by an electrode located at the edge of the MEA. The pacing is carefully chosen higher than
the natural frequency ( 1,5 Hz) of the cardiac cell of the newborn rats, in order to disrupt its electrical
activities. This stimulation protocol impairs the electrical activity of cardiomyocytes represented by
recorded irregular and disordered field potentials (see Fig. 3a).
3 Results
3.1 Nonlinearity of EFP by surrogate data analysis
Often, for phenomena involved in biological systems, biological or physiological time series exhibit nonlin-
ear features, but, even if a signal contains nonlinear characters, its nonlinearity is not necessarily reflected
in its measure. As a result, conventional linear methods may fail to characterize this signal. Nonlinear
tools are more relevant in this case, for example those from chaos theory. Therefore, the first step consists










One popular method to check the nonlinearity of a signal is surrogate data analysis (SDA) [25, 26].
Starting first from the target signal, a surrogate signal is generated with same key features (mean, variance
and power spectra, etc.) as those extracted from the original signal. Then one performs linear tests for
these surrogate data. In our case, we use the time-reversal asymmetry (TRA) method [27]. If comparing
both signals gives any correlation, the linearity of the target signal is highlighted. In the opposite case
(zero correlation), it is very likely that the target signal is nonlinear.
(a) (b)
Figure 2. SDA test on normal EFP signals. (a) original signals, (b) histogram of surrogate data, the
vertical red line denoting the statistical value of the original signal.
Here, SDA is applied to EFP signals corresponding to two cases: normal signals (Fig. 2a) and
arrhythmic signals (Fig. 3a). The normal case corresponds to the signals with a constant EFP frequency
(for the data presented in the Fig. 2a, the frequency is equal to 1.5 Hz). The arrhythmic case corresponds
to the signals with a variable EFP frequency (Fig. 3a).
In Fig. 2b (resp. Fig. 3b), the dark blue distributions are histograms of SDA data for normal (resp.
arrhythmic) case. The vertical red lines indicate the values of the TRA descriptor of the original signals. If
the red lines drop in the distribution, original signal can be considered as linear. For example, recordings
from electrodes providing periodic rectangular signals on one hand (identified by red color in Fig. 2a and
Fig. 3a) are false signals, that is, they correspond to noisy signals, saturation of the amplificator, or a










Figure 3. SDA test on arrhythmic EFP signals. (a) original signals, (b) histogram of surrogate data,
the vertical red line denoting the statistical value of the original signal.
signals on the other hand, the red lines being almost all outside the linear distributions, their nonlinearity
is depicted.
In general, nonlinearity of EFP signals is then confirmed except for the some false signals. All other
acquired signals are marked by their nonlinearity. We will therefore use nonlinear methods to process
these signals in the next section.
3.2 Phase space reconstruction
Having addressed the nonlinear feature of EFP signal, we now investigate the dynamic of the EFP signal
using the phase space reconstruction method. The reconstructed space is characterized by only m inde-
pendent quantities representing the coordinates of a point in m-dimensional phase space.The challenge is
to find the appropriate number m, such as the properties of the initial time series are kept in the recon-
structed space. Theoretically, there are two possible methods of phase space reconstruction. The first one










For numerical computation, the derivative calculation is too sensitive to differences and errors which de-
pend on the different algorithms. The second method consists of building a m dimensional system from a










case, the time lag τ must be evaluated. This second method does not require mathematically explicitly
defined system, so it fits quite well with experimental data and one-dimensional time series. For these
reasons, we choose this method and represent the system states with a normalized sample step Ts = 1,
τ ∈ N∗, while p = 0, 1, 2, .., N are the indices of the succesive samples values of the time series :
X(τ,m) = [~x(p), ~x(p+ τ), ~x(p+ 2τ), ..., ~x(p+ (m− 1)τ)],
where X contains the phase space vectors:
- ~x(p) = (x(0), x(1), x(2), .., x(N ′))t
- ~x(p+ τ) = (x(τ), x(1 + τ), x(2 + τ), .., x(N ′ + τ))t
- ~x(p+ 2τ) = (x(2τ), x(1 + 2τ), x(2 + 2τ), .., x(N ′ + 2τ))t
- ~x(p+ (m− 1)τ) = (x((m− 1)τ), x(1 + (m− 1)τ), x(2 + (m− 1)τ), .., x(N ′ + (m− 1)τ))t
The last coordinate of the phase space vector depends on the length of the signal, the time lag τ and
the embedding dimension m. Namely, it corresponds to N ′ = N − (m− 1)τ . Moreover, Takens theorem
[28] gives conditions under which a nonlinear dynamical system can be reconstructed from a sequence of
observation of its states. Both parameters m and τ should be determined very carefully in order to build
a correct phase space, as follows.
3.2.1 Time lag τ :
The parameter time lag τ influences the phase space reconstruction. If τ is too small, the trajectories of
~x(p) and ~x(p + τ) are too close and can even be indistinguishable, creating redundant coordinates. On
the other hand if τ is too large, the two coordinates are statistically independent. This implies that the
trajectories of attractor projected on the two axes are not correlated, which makes the reconstruction
phase space useless. The goal is to find the smallest value of τ so that the resulting coordinates are
independent. Without an a priori knowledge of the system, especially for experimental data, it is not
obvious to properly determine this parameter. The method of autocorrelation function (ACF) [29] is
used here. The ACF is defined as










where C(0) is calculated without lag. τ is obtained when C(τ) =
C(0)
e
, that means k = 1
τ
. It corresponds
to the time required for the autocorrelation function (ACF) to decrease to 1/e of its original value [29].
By comparing results of τ , as reported in Table 1, we find that the values of τ are higher for arrhythmic
signals than for normal signals (Fig. 5). The mean time lag for normal signals is 44 ± 10 ms. When
arrhythmia happens, τ increases to 78 ± 16 ms. A Kruskal-Wallis test has been performed in order to
show that the parameter τ may serve as an indication of arrhythmia (Fig. 4). As the p − value for the
time lag being equal to 6.02 10−18, we can conclude that the time lag is significantly higher for arrhythmic
signals than for normal signals.







Table 1. τ values expressed in ms obtained by ACF for EFP signals. 6 electrodes have been randomly
chosen as examples.
Figure 4. Comparison of τ for two types of EFP signals: Normal and arrhythmic.
3.2.2 Embedding dimension m:
As previously mentioned, a well-defined embedding dimension is essential to a phase space in order to










Figure 5. Distribution of τ for normal and arrhythmic EFP signals (p = 6.02 10−18, Kruskal-Wallis
test with n = 52).
the studied system is not known a priori. The aim is to ensure that the reconstructed space may well
represent the original one, that is : both must be topologically identical. The phase space reconstruction
is based on the principle of connecting the state points to create attractor trajectories of the system.
If m is not large enough, the state points on the trajectories could be very close, and there will be
intersections between the trajectories of the attractor. The reconstructed space is then totally different
from the original one. A higher value of m, theoretically, is possible by just creating a larger space that
contains minimal space. However, this will not only cause redundant problems, but also be an inefficiency
issue, as it requires important computation power.
The most common method used to estimate the embedding dimension is the False Nearest Neighbor
(FNN) [30], where the best value of m corresponds to the minimum value of m for which the FNN is close
to zero. From a geometrical point of view, the time series (experimental measurements) is the projection
of a m dimensional system to a one-dimensional space. Therefore, two points in m dimension space, even
far from each other, could be very close ( and even be superimposed) in original 1D space. These points
are called false neighbors. Results examples for both cases (normal and arrhythmic), corresponding to
the experimental data presented in this paper, are shown in Table 2. A statistical test (Kruskal-Wallis

















Figure 6. Distribution of m for normal and arrhythmic EFP signals (p = 0.9651, Kruskal-Wallis test
with n = 52).
test) has been performed in order to show that there is no significant difference between the embedding
dimension of normal and arrhythmic signals (Fig. 6). The p− value for the embedding dimension being
equal to 0.9651 (p > 0.001), we can conclude that there is no significant difference between the embedding
dimension of normal signals and arrhythmic signals. The values of m, reported by our study, are in the
range of embedding dimensions reported by other studies for cardiac signals [31, 32, 33, 34]. Even though
it is often necessary to use high-dimensional numerical models to represent the cardiac cell / tissue,
the global dynamics seem to remain low-dimensional. This happens for many biological / physiological
systems, as for heart rate variability [35], electroencephalogram (EEG) [36] etc.
3.2.3 Phase space reconstruction
Using the parameters m and τ computed previously, the phase space is reconstructed for the electrodes
taken as examples. Although the embedded dimensions are greater than 3, for graphical convenience, we
present only 2D and 3D projections (Fig. 7 and 8) for normal and for arrhythmic signals (Fig. 9 and 10).
The trajectories of the normal signals illustrate the existence of attractors in their phase spaces. The
global forms of these trajectories are rather triangular, the widths of the trajectories being compact, which
means that the correlation between the trajectories is strong (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8). In case of arrhythmias
(Fig. 9 and Fig. 10), the reconstructed phase space becomes more disturbed and very scattered. We
can also note that the arrhythmic signal’s attractors are more scattered. The time lag of arrhythmic
signals (resp. normal signals) has also been used to reconstruct the phase space of normal signals (resp.
arrhythmic signals). We remarked that the attractor shapes remain globally similar, meaning that the










Figure 7. Examples of 2D projection of the phase space reconstruction for normal signals. The
electrode numbers are 4, 5, 14, 15, 20 29.
In addition, if one wants to compare the attractors in the phase space reconstruction, then it would
be worthwhile that the parameters used (m and τ) to reconstruct the arrhythmic and normal signals be
consistent. For instance, one can reconstruct the phase space using the same parameters for all signals in
order to demonstrate if there are any significant differences between attractors of arrhythmic and normal
signals. From the box plots, the mean value of m for both groups are roughly the same (around 4) while
the mean value of τ is approximately 45 for normal signal and 75 for arrhythmic signals. The phase
space reconstruction have been realized in two cases (m = 4,τ = 45 and m = 4,τ = 75), as illustrated
in Fig.11 for normal signals and Fig.12 for arrhythmic signals. In the two reconstructions (for normal
and for arrhythmic signals), we remarked that the attractor shapes remain globally similar, meaning that
the time lag does not affect the dynamics of the model. We can also note that for normal signals, the
global forms of the trajectories are rather triangular, the widths of the trajectories are compact. In case
of arrhythmias, the reconstructed phase space becomes more disturbed and very scattered, the attractors
are also more scattered.










Figure 8. Examples of 3D projection of the phase space reconstruction for normal signals. The
electrode numbers are 4, 5, 14, 15, 20, 29.
3.2.4 Characterization of attractors
The correlation dimension D measures the geometrical complexity of an attractor [37]. It is associated
with the organisation of points in phase space. In general, a strange attractor is characterized by a finite
non-integer correlation dimension. More complex dynamics will result in a larger value of the correlation
dimension. If the dynamics is stochastic, D tends to infinity. An alternative worthwhile interpretation
mentioned in [37] is that the correlation dimension gives the number of state variables needed to describe
the dynamics around the attractor with a deterministic model.
Here, the correlation dimension is determined using the Grassberger-Procaccia (GP) method [38],
based on the following approximation : the probability of having a couple of points in a box of size r is
equal to the probability of having a couple of points with separation distance less than r when r −→ 0.

















Figure 9. Examples of 2D projection of the phase space reconstruction for arrhythmic signals. The
electrode numbers are 4, 5,14,15,20, 29.







Θ(r− ‖ xp − xi ‖), (3)
where Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. The summation counts the number of pairs (xp, xi) for which
the distance ‖ xp −xi ‖ is less than r. For each reconstructed phase space trajectory (Figs. 7 and 9), the
distances between all points in the trajectory are calculated and the logarithm of the smallest distance
(represented by rmin) and the logarithm of the largest distance (represented by rmax) are computed. A
series of bins is then created to record the correlation sum, Cm(r), which is the normalized number of
couples of points with a separation distance less than a specified distance r. The process of depositing
counts of data into bins is analogous to recording counts of the occurrence of events within data in a
frequency histogram. In this study, an arbitrary number of 32 bins is used and the width of each bin is
set to (rmax−rmin)/32. Thus, from first to last, the separation distances rn = rmin+n(rmax−rmin)/32,










Figure 10. Examples of 3D projection of the phase space reconstruction for arrhythmic signals. The
electrode numbers are 4, 5, 14, 15, 20, 29.
log(Cm(r)) versus log(r). Several Cm(r) are computed for increasing values of the embedding dimension
m, and the slopes are determined from a scaling region of the log-log plot, as shown in Fig. 13 and Fig.
14 (see [38] for the scaling region determination). As shown by [39, 40], when m increases, D tends to a
constant value of saturation corresponding to the correlation dimension (Figs. 15 and 16). For the data
presented in this paper, a statistical test (Kruskal-Wallis test) (Fig.17) shows that there is a statistically
significant difference between normal and arrhythmic cases (p = 2.7742 10−4). The D values obtained
from the EFP signals indicate that the attractors are strange. That means also the in vitro culture of
cardiac cells performs in a low-dimensional chaos (D < 5) [37].
3.2.5 Fractal dimension
The complexity of time series is quantified by computing a fractal dimension d. Among the fractal










Fractal dimension by Boxcount estimator
Box-count estimator [41] is the most popular method to estimate fractal dimension. Suppose that the
original time series graph is fully covered by a box. Then this box is divided into four sub-boxes for
example. The number of boxes needed to cover the whole time series is counted. Following the same
rule, these sub-boxes are divided into smaller boxes. The different box sizes ǫ (or called scale) and the







Fractal dimension by Hall-Wood estimator
In 1993, Hall and Wood found that, if the time series is modeled by a Gaussian process, concise formula
may be developed for asymptotic bias and variance of box-counting estimators [42]. This gives a new
version of fractal dimension by box-counting. It operates on the smallest ǫ. Instead of estimating the slope
of logN(ǫ) versus log ǫ, FDhw used another parameter A(ǫ). It denotes the total area of the recovered
boxes at scale ǫ and A(ǫ) ∝ N(ǫ)ǫ2. So,





Fractal dimension by Variation estimator
A way to estimate the fractal dimension is to compute a “variation estimator” which is based on the 2nd
order variogram of a stochastic process [43, 41].
As shown in Fig.18, Fig.19 and Fig.20, the normal EFP signals have a smaller fractal dimension
than arrhythmic ones. This means that graphs from normal EFP signals are more likely to be smooth.












In our previous works, cardiac arrhythmias have been performed using an electrical stimulation [11, 44].
Starting from the presence of chaos in the bifurcation diagram for the periods of EFP signals [11], in the
current work, the main objective is the characterization of EFP signals using nonlinear features. The
comparison of two specific cases (normal and arrhythmic ones) has been performed in order to verify that
the embedded dimension was robust against perturbation and to study its effect on other parameters such
as the time delay. Our study shows that the time delay can be used as a feature to classify arrhythmic
and normal signal, while the embedding dimension remains unchanged and therefore cannot be used for
classification purposes. The phase space reconstruction has shown that the dynamics of the model present
significant behavioral changes between normal and arrhythmic cases. Furthermore, for each case, all the
electrodes have given the same qualitative results, even if intrinsic and extrinsic noise is present. The
nonlinearity of the model is confirmed by surrogate data analysis for normal and for arrhythmic cases.
In a phase space, the arrhythmic signals are marked by strongly disturbed trajectories, unlike those
in the normal case that are regular. However, the global dynamics of the arrhythmic signals remains
unchanged, which is reflected by attractors in phase space. The values of the correlation dimension
qualify the attractors as strange. The statistical test of the fractal dimension shows a difference between
the normal and arrhythmic EFP signals. The fractal dimension has been computed using three methods
(Box-count, Hall-Wood and Variogram). We should emphasize the significance of this result, showing
that our in vitro model underscores a deterministic chaotic dynamics. In summary, the external electrical
stimulation is used to perturb the system but not sufficiently to modify its dimension. Nevertheless, it
affects the temporal dynamics of the electrical activity of the tissue. Therefore, it leads to a change of time
delay as the frequencies of the signals are modified. We can conclude that the external perturbations
imply only a change of trajectories in the same embedded space. The experimental model based on
the MEA technology provides a robust tool for studying the mechanism of cardiac arrhythmia and the
defibrillation by sub-threshold electrical stimulation [45]. Finally, the phase space reconstruction is a
useful tool to study the dynamics of time series given by an experimental model, and may further be
used for classification purposes [16]. It could also allow the asymptotic identification of state variables of
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Figure 11. Examples of 2D projection of the phase space reconstruction for normal signals. The











Figure 12. Example of 2D projection of the phase space reconstruction for arrhythmic signals. The





























































































































































































Figure 13. Normal EFP signals : Correlation integral Cm(r) from a EFP time series. The correlation


































































































































   







































Figure 14. Arrhythmic EFP signals : Correlation integral Cm(r) from a EFP time series. The



































































































































































































































































Figure 16. Arrhythmic EFP signals: Correlation dimension D function of embedding dimension m.
Figure 17. Distribution of Correlation dimension for normal and arrhythmic EFP signals









DFigure 18. Distribution of Fractal dimension (estimated from Boxcount) for normal and arrhythmic
EFP signals (p = 0.0006332, Kruskal-Wallis test with n = 52).
Figure 19. Distribution of Fractal dimension (estimated from Hall-Wood) for normal and arrhythmic










Figure 20. Distribution of Fractal dimension (estimated from Variogram) for normal and arrhythmic
EFP signals (p = 0.0006334, Kruskal-Wallis test with n = 52).
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